College Teaching Prizes 2018

Excellence Prize

Charlie Lee-Potter: Department of English
Teaching Jazz Rhythms in Twentieth-Century American Literature

Alice Milner: Department of Geography
Stating the Evidence: reviewing evidence for government policy to support student learning and development

Will Shuler: Department of Drama, Theatre & Dance
Project Directing: Competition Reality Shows as a Pedagogic Model

Deana Rankin and Katie McGettigan: Department of English
TeacherHub>English: Teaching American Literature Programme, 2017

Excellence Commendation

Mark Berry: School of Music
Mozart’s Operas: History, Performance, Criticism, and Diversity

Eilidh Cage: Department of Psychology
Participatory student research: Tackling mental health at university

Pierre Olivier Fortin: Department of Economics
Opening the door to the Financial Industry

Alex Dymock: Law, Martin King: E-learning
Developing a feed-forward assessment using the peer marking facility on Turnitin

Team Prize

Oli Mould, Phil Crang, Sasha Engelmann, Nina Willment, Benjamin Newman: Department of Geography
Searching the City — Academic treasure hunt as pedagogic innovation

Rachael Squire, Anna Jackman, Laura Shipp, Nicola Wendt: Department of Geography and ISG
Next station please! Teaching political geography via the ‘circuit’

Alasdair Pinkerton, Katherine Brickell, Rikke Jenson, Innes Keighren, Flora Parrott: Department of Geography and ISG
Teaching and Learning across borders in Europe’s last divided capital city, Nicosia

John Roberts Will Shüler, Sean Brennan, Bruce Asher, Neve Cunningham, Renos Gavris: Department of Media Arts and Drama, Theatre, and Dance
Hitting the Mark: Joint Media Arts/Drama, Theatre and Dance Courses
**Team Commendation**

Louise Ogle, Ellen Jarman, Liz Wilkinson, Emma Baker, Jo Edmondson: Careers & Employability Service

Using video technology to produce engaging, useable CV/cover letter formative feedback for the microplacements scheme

**PG Prize**

Amber McIntyre: Department of Politics and International Relations

Play, practice and experiential learning

Benjamin Newman: Department of Geography

Media, Technology and Credible Knowledge: The Royal Geographical Society as a Centre of Calculation in the Long Nineteenth Century

**PG Commendation**

Katie Carpenter: History

A Tour of Highgate Cemetery: Examining the Victorian Material Culture of Death through Object Analysis